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York University has not changed its name, but we have
had a couple of Faculty name changes in the last 10 years
or so.
Our Faculty of Administrative Studies (which houses MBA,
BBA etc.) changed to the Schulich School of Business. Our
Faculty of Pure & Applied Science changed to the Faculty
of Science and Engineering.
In all cases, students who have requested a replacement
diploma after a Faculty name change have been given one
with the current name on it. We only print diplomas under
the current standard, so requesting one with the previous
Faculty name is not allowed.
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In fact, Schulich decided a couple of years ago to reach out
to all of the alumni who received a Faculty of Administrative
Studies diploma to offer them an updated Schulich one.
While I was Registrar at Taylor University College and
Seminary in Edmonton, our institution name was changed.
In Alberta, what we were told by the respective government
employees is that the institutional name listed on the
degree parchment needs to match the institutional name
listed on the Government Order in Council at the time that
the degrees were conferred. So we were not able to reissue parchments with the new name to students who
graduated under the old name.
the UBC Council of Senates, which oversees the academic
governance of the two campuses of UBC, is slated to
consider a recommendation from the UBC Okanagan
Senate, that former Okanagan University College grads be
enabled to receive a UBC degree parchment (provided
UBC offers the program in question). The OUC grads
would continue to hold their original parchments but the
intent is to give them an ongoing "academic home". If the
recommendation is approved then those OUC grads who
so desire will be able to apply for a UBC degree and be
recognized as UBC alumni.
The practice at Ryerson is to re-issue documents under the
original name of the institution when awarded. We do not
issue documents to students under our current name of
Ryerson University, who graduated when we were either
Ryerson Polytechnic University, or Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute.

We have changed names three times, from Briercrest Bible
Institute to Briercrest Bible College in 1981, and then to
Briercrest College in 2003. In each case, we worked out an
arrangement where students who had enrolled with
us under the old name had a 3 year window in which they
could finish their program and request the old name on
their parchment. We gave graduates a similar time-frame.
If they graduated 1-3 years before the name change, they
had permission to request the new name on their
parchment.
We issue replacement diplomas under the Concordia crest
and have a line at the bottom of pre-merger diplomas
stating "Concordia University is successor to Sir George
Williams University" or for Loyola diplomas replace SGWU
with Loyola College.
There is a charge of $50.00 for the "replacement" diploma.

